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About This Game

When you, as a young boy, are dropped off to visit your uncle, you notice something’s wrong. First, he’s not there to greet you.
Second, there’s the explosion that happened right as you arrived. And third, the house seems to be even weirder than you

remembered it. Now, your job is to find—and ultimately rescue—your uncle, by using his newest invention, the
Interdimensional Shift Device (or IDS), to switch between dimensions and solve puzzles. That sofa too heavy to move? There’s
a dimension for that! Switch to Fluffy Dimension and that sofa is now light as a feather. Need to get up to a high ledge? There’s

a dimension for that! Just switch to Anti-Gravity Dimension and things begin to float upward. Need to make things heavier?
There’s a dimension for th—well, you get the idea. Switch dimensions in real time, work your way through the crazy complex

mansion wings and rescue your uncle!
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Title: Quantum Conundrum
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Airtight Games
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7 SP1

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 Ghz / AMD Athlon x2 64 3800+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB / ATI Radeon HD 2900 512 MB

Hard Drive:1.75 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX9 compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese
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I've wanted this since Atelier Sophie! Cute outfit ^^. Stop making this crap.. Kinda cheecky, kinda weird, kinda short
More of an exploration puzzle game than an adventure game
Pick it up if it's on sale and indie things interest you
10/10 would becosmic friends forever. It does one thing -- first-person platformer -- and does it well. It has the float-y feeling
that amateur Unity walker games have, but it embraces it, so the last few levels you're hoping to squeeze out just a little more of
that float to reach the nearest platform.
If ever you get lost, look around for the "beacon" lights to hint what direction you need to go, and check the "target" rangefinder
in the lower-right (though you will have to walk away from the target sometimes to get closer). The landscapes are huge but you
don't need to spend five minutes marching anywhere.. So far it fails each time I tab to anything else..

DON'T TAB.
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Great sim, I sunk a few dozen hours into BoN before it was on Steam.. Excellent waste of time while waiting for something
better to download. Until the right and left buttons trade places for no #!*@^%#$ reason. Want to shoot a powerup? Can't. It
will trade places the ball that comes after it forever instead. Don't get this game. If you are obsessed with balls, shave someone's
and play with those instead.
I beat the game anyway because COD:IW is 100GB.. hadnt played this game since it originally came out but when i saw it pop
up on steam for a bargain price i thought why not give it ago. i did expect a few improvements to the game to make it easier to
pick up and play (like making your menu's quicker) but as you can see by my game time, its still gets you hooked and playing.
Game won't launch. Asked community for help. Their work around for the problem is to go download a patch they've created
for it. That didn't work. I'll never understand why developers want the players to fix their broken games.. Really really cool
platforming puzzle game. I would give five thumbs up If my character hadn't been torn into pieces just now.
If you have the guts to retry and retry and retry a level for the sake of finally beating it only to notice you did not get max star
rank and need to retry faster, then this game is a good choice for you.
Oh, and opposite to many other games on steam, the time leaderboards for each level are fair and not hacked to death.. Had a
great time playing Crucible Falls, great effort guys! The puzzles are a great challenge and rewarding when you solve them. Be
prepared to use communication and your puzzle-solving skills!

One of the things I appreciate most about this is honestly it's challenge level. I feel some game genre's have started to hold our
hands too much, and it's nice to see a solid challenge with minimal instruction. Makes you think rather than have glowingly over-
obvious goals.. I luv this game! Very very spoopy :-). I don't understand the negitive reviews. The plane flys and handles great.
The F5E\/F did have one of the highest roll rates of any fighter so maybe it's just a bit tough to get the hang of such a nimble
plane. It's not the most detailed cockpit or model but it's a pleasure to jump in for a quick hop.. Relaxing \u2665. The idea is
exactly like "overcooked", but executed a little to poorly for me to be able to recommend it. The controls are very annoying. The
pick-up\/drop-off target areas are hard to distinguish. It's just very juvinile. Can not recommend. Sorry.
Also, the game installed and booted up in german, and I had to figure out how to switch the language to english.
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